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Arrest
CJIS: Arrest info from local PDs incl. SID, Name,
DOB, Demographic info., Arrest #, Violation(s)  

Not all arrested are booked i.e., cite & release
JIMS: Police report (PDF), arrest or violation

numbers (maybe Excel)

Booking & Bail Reports
PSS: Intake staff (at local PD or in jail) incl. ORAS-

PAT and bail report recommendation for judge
(database, PDF, paper)

CJIS: All individuals booked i.e., taken into custody
have arrest recorded

For people who make bail for a misdemeanor or
violation, they are released and data trail ends until

court hearing w/ exception of bail reports
JIMS: Bail reports (PDF) (sometimes)

Intake (into PSD facility)
Intake services: Jail detention data incl. admissions,
releases, admission type including PTM or PTF label,

demographics; initial bail; charging info incl. case
number (Excel)

Pretrial Hearings
JIMS: Court case - initial appearance, preliminary

hearing, and arraignment & plea incl. charges, bail,
judicial decision - held or released, type of release;

(Excel),  Court documents (PDFs in JIMS) 
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Arrest and Charging Process Leading Up to
Court Release/Detention for Pretrial



Pretrial Release Decision
(Booking; Pretrial Hearings)
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Some who are
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might be released
later (i.e., changes to

bail amount, new
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after initial
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Some people are released
on recognizance from

police by judge or make
bail at police (do not go

through jail intake)

Pretrial Phase Outcomes
PSD: Bail amount, bail paid, length of jail stay (Excel)

Intake services: Pretrial supervision incl. technical violations, supervision level, pretrial supervision
conditions (Spreadsheet, paper files)

JIMS: Other pretrial court actions, i.e., conferences, filings, revocations of bail (Excel, multiple fields 
 

Pretrial Phase Outcomes

Pretrial Success Outcomes
CJIS: Rearrest, violent rearrest, dates of arrests (Excel)

JIMS: Court appearances (Excel, multiple fields needed to determine)
 

Pretrial Long-Term Outcomes
CJIS: Dispositions with arrests (for FTAs, new crimes)

JIMS: New charges, new convictions (for FTAs, new crimes)

Someone might not return to custody
after revocation, FTA, new crime if

they have not been "caught" yet, i.e.,
they would have a warrant for arrest
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Pretrial Case Outcomes

Conviction
(Guilty)

Acquittal
(Not Guilty)

No Contest
Plea
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Case Outcomes 
(for initial case)

JIMS: Plea or trial, case disposition, sentence type
(probation, jail, prison), sentence length


